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About Irish lives in America
The Irish struck out across the America’s frontiers, built its railroads, fought
on both sides of the civil war, captured its major historic moments in print,
paint and bronze, led many of its religious denominations, policed its streets,
set up its banks, educated its masses, entertained America on its stages and
screens and in its sporting arenas, and made ground-breaking contributions in
science and engineering.
This collection documents fifty Irish people who made an indelible mark on
American society, politics and culture. People like the pirate Anne Bonney and
Gertrude Brice Kelly, one of New York City's first surgeons, feature alongside
more familiar names such as Maureen O'Hara, Maeve Brennan, Rex Ingram and
the architect of the White House James Hoban.
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About the editors

Liz Evers is a contributor to the Dictionary of Irish Biography (DIB), working
primarily on twentieth century figures. She is also the project's copy editor.
Liz has worked in the publishing industry in the UK and Ireland for many
years, and is the author of a number of popular reference books on diverse
subjects, from Shakespeare to horology to fairy tales. She is a graduate of
UCD and DCU.
Dr Niav Gallagher is a medieval historian, specialising in the links between
religion and politics in thirteenth to fifteenth-century Ireland, Scotland and
Wales. At the DIB, she is responsible for researching and writing
biographies, as well as identifying potential new entries.
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